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Background
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Global Technology Solutions (GTS) sends out emails to affected RTI 
International staff about maintenance and other updates on RTI services.

Many RTI staff believe GTS emails are often too long and technical and 
contain too much GTS jargon and unclear language.

The goals for my internship were to update current email templates, 
create a newsletter for GTS, and increase traffic on the GTS Insider page 
and My Service Portal.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BackgroundEvery day, GTS sends out emails to affected RTI staff about maintenance and updates on RTI services.Over time, GTS Communications had been receiving informal feedback about these emails and how staff believe that they are often too long and technical, and contain too much jargon and unclear language.My manager wanted me to make some immediate changes from what I noticed based on my background in communication and to identify what other areas there were for improvement.GTS leadership also wanted to create a GTS newsletter that contained helpful GTS information and resources, such as contact information and frequently asked questions.Additionally, GTS staff wanted to increase traffic on the GTS Insider page and My Service Portal. GTS Insider was very difficult to find and was not very up to date. My Service Portal is a cloud-based platform that houses tickets and helps manage different services, such as service requests and customer engagement. My Service Portal is essential to the work GTS does and is a helpful resource to RTI staff, but not all staff were aware of what it does or how to access it.Initial StepsDuring my first few days in my position as the Global Communications Technology intern for GTS, I examined the current communications GTS created and sent out, including the maintenance emails and updates, Yammer posts, and the GTS Insider page. I created a SWOT analysis for each out, identifying what the current strengths and weaknesses were, and potential opportunities and threats.In the process, I decided to create a survey about RTI staff satisfaction with current GTS communications. 



GTS Communications Survey
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SurveyI created an 11-question survey, containing three open-ended questions at the end.This is an example of question #8 which included a Likert scale where respondents could answer they level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the clarity, relevance and usefulness of GTS communications, as well as their satisfaction with the overall communications GTS sends out.The survey was reviewed by many GTS staff members and underwent multiple edits before it was sent out on June 23rd to 20 individuals, 8 domestic groups and 9 international groups.The survey received 300 responses in less than one week, 165 domestic respondents and 135 international respondents.



Major Survey Themes
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RTI staff are 
unaware of the 

purpose of GTS.

RTI staff want 
access to trainings 

or refreshers on 
GTS tools.

GTS should use a 
maintenance 

calendar and send 
weekly maintenance 

emails.

GTS should 
consider 

international end 
users when sending 
out communications.

Communications 
should include 

graphics and less 
technical language.

Yammer is not often 
used by staff.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Survey ResultsOverall, the survey found that end users are satisfied and hold a high regard for GTS communications.Also, end users really appreciated that the survey was created and that they were given the opportunity to provide feedback on the communications that they receive.Major Survey ThemesTwo other interns and I, Jesse Ingham and Grace Gressett, broke up the survey findings into six main themes.We found that the most important finding was that end users are unaware of the purpose of GTS and how GTS's work impacts RTI staff's work.We also found that RTI staff members would like easy access to trainings and refreshers on important GTS tools. Many survey respondents said that they thought communications from GTS should be streamlined in order to reduce the number of emails they receive. Some offered the idea of putting them all together in one email once a week and potentially creating a monthly maintenance calendar that is updated with each maintenance request submitted.Survey findings also showed that GTS must consider international end users when sending out communications because they often do not understand the email content and it may take longer for them to read them. A few respondents proposed translating the important communications into different languages.Overall, respondents were clear that they thought communications should include graphics when applicable and less technical language. The survey also found that Yammer is not often used by staff. 



GTS Communications Plan
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Create weekly 
maintenance emails

Create a GTS 
newsletter

Improve the GTS 
Insider page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communications PlanAfter analyzing the survey, the next step was to make a communications plan that fit GTS's goals for its communications. Therefore, we met with Gartner and were given many helpful resources for what an effective communications plan looks like. An effective plan answers seven key aspects: what is the purpose of each communication type, who is the communicator, who are the stakeholders involved, what messages are you sending, what is the delivery method and frequency, what feedback have you received/how will you receive feedback, and what are the measures of success for each communication type.In our plan, we focused on a few key goals: create weekly maintenance emails, create a GTS newsletter, and improve the GTS Insider page.



Weekly Maintenance Email
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The purpose of weekly maintenance emails is to give end users an overview of upcoming maintenance information and other important updates occurring during the week in a single email sent to RTI staff every week. This way, end users will not be overwhelmed with many individual emails every day and the content will be short, clear and free from GTS jargon and technical language. We will ensure this is the case by having each maintenance update address five key messages: Who is affected? What is occurring? How does this affect you? When is this occurring? Why is this occurring? The desired outcome we hope to achieve is clear and concise emails that are streamlined in order to not overwhelm end users but still provide them with important information. 



GTS Newsletter Issue 1
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The purpose of the GTS newsletter, created using the email marketing platform Mailchimp, is to raise awareness of GTS's purpose and operations, while also providing RTI staff with useful GTS information and human-interest stories. Ideally, GTS would use Mailchimp because the tool tracks metrics such as how many views and clicks the newsletter receives. The key messages the newsletter will answer are: What does GTS do? Who works in GTS? How can GTS help me? When do I contact GTS? How do I (insert FAQ)? The desired outcome of having a GTS newsletter is to increase the visibility of GTS across the organization and promote its purpose and its staff’s projects so that RTI staff are aware of why GTS exists and when to contact them.



Improved GTS Insider
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The purpose of improving the GTS Insider page is for it to serve as the one-stop-shop for all things GTS. Ideally, the GTS Insider page will be included in the "Quick Links" tab on the main RTI Insider page for easy access. It will also be included in the weekly maintenance emails and the emails end users receive when they request a ticket through My Service Portal.The updated GTS Insider page will have a Quick Links tab with helpful forms and documents, links to the GTS Help Desk and important points of contact, a calendar with RTIUx trainings offered by GTS and maintenance updates, stories about GTS current events, and frequently asked questions with links to self-help documents on My Service Portal.The desired outcome of the improved GTS Insider page is to increase accessibility and knowledge of GTS services and projects and create a hub for GTS to the rest of RTI. 
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Thank you to my manager Brian who has been incredibly helpful throughout this process. Although you jumped in halfway through, I know that the work I accomplished could not have been done without your guidance.I'd also like to thank my mentor Yashikra who made my Fridays even better because of our weekly check-ins. You are an amazing person and I'm still so proud of you for whitewater rafting and not falling out!Thank you Wanda for always being so responsive and helpful even thousands of miles away. I am in awe of all of the hard work you do.Thank you Teena for trusting me with these projects and for hiring Jesse and Grace who have been the most fun teammates to work with. Thank you two for sticking with me this summer—it's been a ride.And thank you Amy for not only investing in us interns, but also going out of your way to make us feel comfortable and happy at RTI. Buddies unite forever!



Thank you
Contact: Elena Price| email: internships@rti.org
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